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Abstract
We discuss the use of ShakeMap for the rapid evaluation of shaking hazards of all significant
earthquakes around the globe. This global ShakeMap is used in a new U.S. Geological Survey
system referred to as PAGER, for the Prompt Assessment of Global Earthquakes for Response.
PAGER is an automated alarm system, currently in prototype operation. This is being further
developed to rapidly and accurately assess the severity of damage caused by an earthquake and to
provide emergency relief organizations, government agencies, and the media with an estimate of the
societal impact from the potential catastrophe. Although the global ShakeMaps used for PAGER
are constrained in part by rapidly gathered ground motion and intensity data via the Internet and
with rupture dimensions resolved with automated finite fault analyses, they are fundamentally
predictive, relying on our best e#orts at rapidly estimating ground motions. Such a task requires
adaptation of a number of seismological tools that we discuss herein. These include the estimation
of site amplification on a global basis, the automatic inclusion of strong motion data and macroseismic intensities, incorporating rupture finiteness (mainly rupture dimensions) derived from source
modeling, and empirically predicting regionally specific ground motion amplitudes with corresponding instrumental intensities. Since the uncertainties the shaking hazard estimates map into
uncertainties in our rapid loss estimates, we also discuss e#orts to quantify the ShakeMap uncertainty as a function of spatial location on the map grid.
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Introduction

estimate of impact : red for severe, yellow for moder-

We use predictive, or composite ShakeMaps (Wald

ate, and green for little or no impact. The alarms will

et al., ,**/a) for the rapid evaluation of significant

also report an estimate of the number of people

earthquakes globally in our new system referred to

exposed to varying levels of shaking, an estimate of

as PAGER, for Prompt Assessment of Global Earth-

the likely range of casualties and losses, and a meas-

quakes for Response (Earle and Wald, ,**/). The U.S.

ure of confidence in the system’s impact assessment.

Geological Survey (USGS) National Earthquake In-

Associated maps, including shaking distribution,

formation Center (NEIC) is developing this auto-

population density, and susceptibility to landslides

mated system to estimate overall impact immedi-

will be posted on the Internet. The basic flow and

ately following global earthquakes. PAGER will no-

processing of information through PAGER is straight-

tify personnel and provide important information to

forward. However, the implementation"the science

help emergency relief organizations, government

behind the system, the gathering of the necessary

agencies, and the media plan their response to earth-

data sets, testing, and calibration"requires sig-

quake disasters through alarms via pager, mobile

nificant system development.

phone, and e-mail.

Alarms will include a concise

* e-mail : wald@usgs.gov
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At the heart of the impact assessment system are
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the timely and accurate earthquake locations and

ers for additional purposes, for example, as input into

magnitudes that the USGS has been producing for

loss estimation routines, or to evaluate the shaking

decades. PAGER then uses these earthquake solu-

at individual facilities or at many locations within an

tions to estimate the distribution ground shaking for

inventory portfolio. Corresponding Geographic In-

any earthquake, of magnitude /./ or larger, using the

formation Systems (GIS) shapefiles for each shaking

methodology and software developed for ShakeMap

parameter are also provided.

(Wald et al., +333a). Global ShakeMaps (see http : //

However, in order to infer ground shaking on a

earthquake. usgs.gov/shake/global/shake) are con-

worldwide basis, several new ShakeMap approaches

strained by whatever data are available at the time,

need to be taken that were not fully explored in the

and they are continually updated as more data are

original ShakeMap system development. Likewise,

received. Initially, a point source approximation (hy-

more emphasis is made on constraining and inferring

pocenter and magnitude) is used to constrain region-

the earthquake source in order to better predict

specific empirical ground motion estimations and

ground motions, as well as in quantifying the uncer-

site amplification is approximated from the topo-

tainties associated with both these source and shak-

graphic gradient and elevation (Wald and Allen, ,**1).

ing inferences. We outline these new approaches and

Additional constraints for these predictive maps

ongoing challenges to implementing them below.
,. + Regional Ground Motion Prediction Equations

come primarily from three important sources, the
availability of which varies depending on the region

Calculation of ground shaking estimates for global

in which the earthquake occurred, as well as a func-

earthquakes are initially based on a point-source

tion of time after the earthquake occurrence. These

approximation and empirical ground-motion predic-

constraints include : (+) additional earthquake source

tion equations. From the earthquake’s location we

information, particularly fault rupture dimensions,

assign region-specified, configuration parameters for

(,) observed macroseismic intensities (provided via

ShakeMap (as well as others for loss estimation).

the USGS “Did You Feel It ?” system, Wald et al., +333

Initially, ground motion prediction equations for ac-

b ; Wald et al. ,**/b), and (-) observed ground mo-

tive-tectonic, cratonic, subduction (both inter- and

tions available for near-source strong ground motion

intra-slab), and extensional regimes are assigned

stations, where and when available.

automatically, but we will switch to more localized

For all ground motion estimates, uncertainty

county-based assignment, as more relations are in-

measures are critical for evaluating the range of

cluded. Rule-based configurations provide logic for

possible losses, and allows users to gauge the appro-

choosing the appropriate relation, for example, hypo-

priate level of confidence when using rapidly pro-

central depth bounds define whether a crustal, intra-

duced ShakeMaps as part of their post-earthquake

slab, or interslab relation is used.

For this reason,

We are also developing regional modifications to

computation of uncertainty and ongoing challenges

the existing ShakeMap instrumental intensity rela-

in adequately quantifying it on a spatial grid are also

tionships, but this is an onerous task since infrastruc-

discussed.

ture vulnerability, as well as ground motion and mac-

critical decision making process.

roseismic intensity data availability, vary considera,.

Ground Motion Prediction Challenges

bly from region to region. Currently, instrumentally

At its essence, ShakeMap produces separate

derived intensity relations are only directly applica-

maps of ground motion shaking, including estimated

ble to Japan, the western U.S. and the eastern U.S.
,. ,

intensity, peak ground acceleration and velocity, and

Site Amplification

peak spectral acceleration values over the area

Typically, maps of seismic site conditions on

a#ected by significant shaking. More technical and

regional scales are di$cult to come by since they

scientific details are provided in the ShakeMap Man-

require substantial investment in geological and geo-

ual (Wald et al., ,**/a). Importantly, associated with

physical data acquisition and interpretation. Such

these maps of ground shaking are the underlying

maps are available for only a few limited subsets of

geographic (latitude/longitude) grids for each ground

seismically active urban areas of the world, most

motion parameter values, which can be used by oth-

notably for all of California and Japan (see Wills et
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al., ,*** and Matsuoka et al., ,**/, respectively). To-

ready compute the topographic gradient for our base

pographic elevation data, on the other hand, are

map ; the slope ranges and mean values are therefore

available at uniform sampling globally, and we now

already at hand.

derive site condition maps directly from the global

topography for ShakeMap base maps, since they

topographic slope based on the approach of Wald

tend to highlight areas of amplified shaking in basins

and Allen (,**1).

Ironically, we settled on using

from those less amplified mountainous areas.

An

Intuitively, topographic variations should be an

unanticipated benefit of these base maps is for actu-

obvious indicator of regions of rock (mountains) and

ally constraining the site factors directly. The topo-

soil (basins) to first order. In fact, the overall similari-

graphic gradients can then be easily converted to

ties of topographic and surficial geologic maps where

NEHRP site amplification factors for estimating

both are available assures that a site map based on

ground motions in direct conjunction with standard

divisions of topographic slope will independently

empirical ground motion prediction equations and

recover at least the dominant features of the geology

can be used on a global basis (although more detailed

map. Since site conditions, and thus site amplific-

site-condition maps can be locally substituted where

ations, can be approximated from the surficial geol-

available). Finally, we are investigating further the

ogy, this can be useful for first order site corrections.

benefits of using topographic elevation in conjunc-

For calibration, we used the California statewide

tion with slope as a proxy to site conditions, a cor-

topographic data and geologically-based shallow (-*

relative found to be beneficial in analyses by Mat-

m) site condition map and shear-wave values of Wills

suoka et al. (,**/).
,. -

et al. (,***). By taking the gradient of the topogra-

Incorporating Direct Observations

phy and choosing the ranges of slope that maximize

The USGS now has in operation a rapid and

the correlation with -*-m shear-velocity (Vs-*) obser-

automatic web-based collection of intensity data, a

vations we can recover, to first order, many of the

global extension of the USGS “Did You Feel It ?” web

spatially varying features of the site-condition map

site (see Wald et al., ,**/b). Utilizing macroseismic

for California (Figure ,). In addition to topographic

intensities for ShakeMap is accomplished using the

gradient alone, we assign class E (bay mud) to all flat

intensity values directly and by converting decimal

regions with elevations between plus and minus -

Community Internet Intensity (CII, Wald et al., +333b)

meters. This assumption produces reasonable class

values into peak ground motions via the inverse of

E boundaries along nearly flat coastal regions that

the ground motion versus intensity relationships of

tend to be associated with very low Vs-* values (see

Wald et al. (+333c). This is exactly the opposite ap-

Figure -).

Using the same parameterization also

proach used in the standard ShakeMap instrumental

recovers many of the details of the site condition

intensity maps for which ground motions are related

map for Japan developed by Matsuoka et al. (,**/) in

to color-coded intensities via the same relations.

which they considered topography as well as de-

Again, the inverse relationship between observed

tailed geomorphological classifications for their na-

intensities and ground motions will be regionally

tionwide Vs-* assignments.

dependent as well, and thus these await development

The largest discrepancy in geologically- and topographically-derived site conditions is between soft

of instrumental intensity verses peak ground motions for other areas.

and hard rock and the separation between these is

In some areas of the world where shaking maps

made di$cult for these units by the lack of shear-

are not produced, there are nonetheless some rapid

wave measurements for making statistically sig-

strong motion data are available rapidly after an

nificant correlations with topographic slope as well

earthquake (via the World Wide Web), and in rural

as their comparable slope values. Fortunately, corre-

regions of the U.S. outside of regional networks (via

sponding di#erences in site amplification inferred for

rapid dialup). These data can be included as direct

these two di#erent site classes are relatively small so

observations as in a standard ShakeMap and serve to

our approximation holds.

correct any magnitude-based or inter-event bias in

As part of the ShakeMap generation process in

the ground motion prediction relation used.

which we overlay shaking on topography, we al! 275 !

In order to make best use of these varied data
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Fig. +. PAGER event page, showing recent earthquakes as well as links to short reports. This list is
served on http : //earthquake.usgs.gov/pager/alert
but requires a password to access (contact authors).

Fig. ,. PAGER short report summarizing the estimated
shaking intensity distribution, population distribution,
and population exposed to shaking.

Fig. -a. Site-condition map for California based on
Geology and shear-wave velocity observations (modified from Wills et al., ,***).

Fig. -b. Site-condition map for California based on
topographic slope alone (Wald and Allen, ,**1).

Fig. .a. Site-conditions map for the San Francisco,
California, bay area based on geology and shearwave velocity observations (modified from Wills et
al., ,***). Color scheme is the same as Fig. -.

Fig. .b. Site-conditions maps for the San Francisco,
California, bay area based on topographic slope
scheme of Wald and Allen (,**1). Color scheme is
the same as Fig. -.
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Fig. /a. Magnitude 0./ ,**- San Simeon, California
earthquake ShakeMap with fault finiteness imposed
(line source shown as a grey line). Note there are
few seismic stations in this region of California.

Fig. /b.

Uncertainty map, prior to adding finiteness,

sets along with predicted peak ground motion values
however, ShakeMap must allow prioritization of
“data” in the following order (+) observed Intensities,
(,) recorded Ground Motions, (-) numerical ground
motions, (.) empirical ground motions. Further, an
interesting challenge is in directly combining macroseismic and ground motion data. The former is less
reliable but more directly applicable to the intensity
maps, but they must be related to PGA and PGV to
be used in peak motions maps ; the latter are more
accurate, but must be related to the intensity for use
in intensity maps. How co-located observations are
to be used is still an open question, but we will likely
assign specific parameters to specific map types preferentially.
,. .

Fault Finiteness

For very large (approximately magnitude 1.* and
larger) events, aftershock and finite fault analyses
are also performed as rapidly as possibly to determine the faulting geometry. The rupture dimension
can be extremely important for improving empirically-based ground motion predictions, since it provides
a more reasonable measurement of source-to-site distance used in the ground motion prediction equations.

Knowledge of the rupture dimensions can

dramatically improve the accuracy of the ground
shaking estimates, as well as reduce the uncertainty
in these estimates. We are currently developing and
! 277 !

Fig. /c. Uncertainty map, after adding finiteness. See
Figure /b for the color legend.
Likewise, in the U.S., PAGER estimates of impact
will provide a rapid first cut indication of the likely
impact of an earthquake. The Federal Emergency
Management Agency (FEMA), as well as some state
Emergency Services O$ces, have the capability of
computing losses based on ShakeMap input with
FEMA’s Hazard’s U.S. (HAZUS) loss estimation
software. HAZUS-based loss estimates are based on
more extensive structure and census inventories and
have more rigorous loss estimation methodologies
than does the prototype PAGER system, and thus
they will have precedence over PAGER estimates.
PAGER is still in the early stages of development
but is progressing towards a fast and accurate
system that international and domestic users can
rely on. The PAGER team is continuously seeking
collaboration with other agencies, domestic and
worldwide, to create a system that will benefit both
the system users and the populations of earthquake
stricken areas.
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implementing automated finite fault inversions (e.g.,

strained. Not knowing the true distance to the fault

Ji et al., ,**.) at the USGS National Earthquake In-

rupture contributes significant uncertainty, particu-

formation Center (NEIC).

larly in the near-fault region, and this uncertainty

In practice, after an event is located (now rou-

scales with magnitude.

tinely less than +/ minutes globally), a moment ten-

Our goal in quantifying ShakeMap uncertainty

sor inversion (CMT) is automatically triggered at

is to produce a grid of latitude and longitude pairs

NEIC, which in turn triggers and provides input into

that contain not only the various peak ground mo-

the finite fault inversion. Both fault planes are exam-

tion parameters at each point, but also contain the

ined, and the one returning the lower residual fit to

variance at that point for each ground motion pa-

the data is further modeled for slip heterogeneity

rameter.

(see Ji et al., ,**.). In theory, we can also use numeri-

overall qualitative assignment of ShakeMap accu-

cally-based estimates of ground motions from for-

racy, a challenge we will be addressing in the near

ward waveform modeling of the finite-fault rupture

future.

model for significant earthquakes, but this will re-

ShakeMap uncertainty values at each grid point, we

quire more research, validation, and implementation

consider three end member cases.

challenges.

+)

In conjunction with fast finite-fault inversions,

This grid could also be converted to an

In the meantime, for generating a map of

Small to moderate sized earthquake, suitable

for a point source representation

NEIC is also complementing the modeling with re-

When a grid point is near a station (+* km or

search and development of rapid aftershock identific-

less), uncertainty is controlled by proximity to that

ation tools and is prioritizing the association of after-

station as defined by variability quantified by Boore

shocks immediately after big earthquakes. A quick

et al. (,**-)

view of the aftershock distribution can provide con-

+#
!
s,"logY#s,indobs"+$ $F%"&, and
N

firmation of modeling results or can independently
allow estimation of fault rupture dimensions.
,. /

"# $%&'

!

F#+'!

Quantifying Ground Motion Uncertainty

The accuracy of a given ShakeMap, which varies

where s"logY is the standard deviation of di#erences

spatially over the map area, depends on a number of

in the logarithm of the peak motion Y, sindobs is the

contributing factors (Lin et al., ,**/). However, the

standard deviation of an individual observation

uncertainty is usually dominated by two aspects : (+)

about a regression, and N is the number of recordings

spatial variability of peak ground motions near in-

used in the average of a group of recordings in a

tensity observations or recording stations (and hence,

small region. f (") is a function that accounts for

observation density), and (,) the aleatory uncertainty

spatial correlation of the motion, where " is the

associated with empirical ground motion estimation

distance between the sites. For this study we as-

relations used to fill in station gaps. In this discus-

sumed that N is enough large so that the +/N term

sion, we focus on these two sources of variability in

can be neglected.

estimating ShakeMap uncertainty ; other secondary

ground motion reduces to zero as the distance be-

issues are also being analyzed. Spatial variability of

tween a grid point and the nearest station decreases

peak ground motions can be generalized in the form

to zero (see Figure A+ in the Appendix of Boore et al.,

of a rapidly increasing variability with increasing

,**-). With a large grid point to station distance, the

distance from the nearest station. Aleatory variabil-

spatial variability in ground motion approaches the

ity, in contrast, is more complicated and becomes

standard deviation of the regression model.

more significant as the fault dimensions get larger

cut-o# distance for computing spatial variability in

(about M/./ and greater), particularly when the fault

ground motion is set at +* km in our study. For

location and dimensions are not yet ascertained.

greater distances, we use the total aleatory uncer-

Without an accurate representation of the fault rup-

tainty (sigma) of Boore et al. (+331) ground motion

ture geometry, the appropriate distance to a particu-

prediction equations :

lar location!which is needed when using a forward
ground motion prediction equation!is poorly con! 278 !

)

Thus, the spatial variability in

)

sAleatory## (*+,!-!.!+,/(*+,-0!.!+,

The
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With several ShakeMap data points (station ampli-

e$cients in a series of look up tables.

tudes), we can remove a bias term between the for-

Using the distance correction factor then simply

ward ground motion predictions and the data,

entails employing these distance adjustment rela-

thereby removing the inter-event term.

tionships (EPRI, ,**-) that translate epicentral to the

However,

when no data are available, no event-specific bias
correction can be made and both the intra- and interevent terms contribute (Equation ,).
,)

equivalent Joyner-Boore distance :
rJoyner"Boore#rEpicentral

&

$%+"+!cosh&C+'C,&M"0!'C-ln&r!!!(

Large earthquake, where fault rupture geome-

#

#

where r!#! "$%&'()*"+,-.

try and dimensions are not known
For earthquakes of magnitude /./ and larger, the

'
(

h#eC.C/&M"0!

fault dimension a#ects one’s measure of the distance
from the fault to the site of interest. When employ-

rJoyner"Boore is the Joyner-Boore distance, rEpicentral is the

ing the Joyner-Boore distance measure used for for-

epicentral distance, M is the magnitude of the earth-

ward ground motion estimation, the fault rupture

quake, and C+ to C/ are the EPRI (,**-) model co-

dimension must be known. Recall that the Joyner-

e$cients (the coe$cients vary by ground motion

Boore distance is defined as the closest distance from

model and seismic frequency).

a site to the surface projection of the fault rupture. If

Hence, when the fault geometry and orientation

necessary, initial ShakeMaps are produced without

is not known, a mean value of ground motion at each

knowledge of the rupture dimensions.

Again, the

point is provided rather than the simple epicentral

uncertainty is generally low near the seismic sta-

distance-based estimation. While the latter approach

tions, but at some distance from the stations it is

is currently used for ShakeMap, it tends to underesti-

constrained only by the forward predictions using a

mate ground motions near a finite fault (since it is the

ground motion attenuation relation and knowledge

maximum possible source-station distance) rather

of the site condition. In this case, distance adjust-

than providing a mean value based on random fault

ments are made to convert the point source (epicen-

geometry and epicenter. Hence, we adopted these

tral) distance used to the appropriate Joyner-Boore

distance adjusted ground motions for ShakeMap pro-

distance for the ground motion attenuation model

duction.

used. We also must adjust the aleatory uncertainty.

The variability associated with this approach is

We adopt the results and the approach defined in

also derived in EPRI (,**-). The variability in the

EPRI (,**-), in which the distance adjustment is de-

median ground motion, due to the randomness in

termined for the case where the rupture orientation

epicenter location and rupture orientation, was used

is assumed to be uniformly distributed in azimuth

to compute a ground motion standard deviation and

from * to -0* degrees and for a mixture of strike-slip

we employ their equations to compute the additional

and reverse ruptures using random epicenters. For

component of aleatory uncertainty :

each simulated rupture, EPRI (,**-) :

sAdditional Pont Source#eC+'C,&M"0!'C-&M"0!

!! Computed the appropriate distance measure and

)

$)+"+!cosh&fa!*$+!cosh&fb!

corresponding median ground motion parameter,
"! Considered the geometric mean of all these simulation values to be the median ground motion for
that epicentral distance and magnitude,
#! Inverted the median ground motion to find the

fa#eC.'C/&M"0!'eC0'C1&M"0!$rEpicentral

*

fb#eC2'C3&M"0!$ln&r!!h!+

+

#

#

r!#! "$%&'()*"+,-. + h#eC+*'C++&M"0!

distance that corresponds to that median ground
motion value,

,

,

where sAdditional Pont Source is the point source aleatory,

$! Determined a distance adjustment factor for

rEpicentral is the epicentral distance, M is the magnitude

each epicentral distance, magnitude, and ground

of the earthquake, and C+ to C++ are the model co-

motion parameter, and

e$cients given in the EPRI (,**-).

We can then

%! Fit these distance adjustment factors with a

combine this additional point source variability

functional form, and provided the necessary co-

(Equation 1) with that associated with the prediction

, 279 ,
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equation (Equation ,) :
#

#

stotal!! "$%&'()*+,"$--.(.)/'% 0)./( 1)2*3&

over PAGER’s estimated global ShakeMap approach,
though the global ShakeMap system is also intended

"
!

to provide fail-safe backup for the regional systems

An example of this uncertainty is shown in Fig-

in case of catastrophic communications or other fail-

ure .b. Again, if at any time a grid point is closer to

ures.

a station than +* km, the variability associated with

impact will provide a rapid first cut indication of the

that grid to station distance controls the uncertainty

likely impact of an earthquake. The Federal Emer-

and is thus lower ; at greater distances, the above

gency Management Agency (FEMA), as well as some

relation is employed and the uncertainty can be sig-

state Emergency Services O$ces, have the capability

nificantly higher (see Figure .b).

of computing losses based on ShakeMap input with

-)

Large earthquake, where fault rupture geome-

try and dimensions are known

Likewise, in the U.S., PAGER estimates of

FEMA’s Hazard’s U.S. (HAZUS) loss estimation software.

HAZUS-based loss estimates are based on

Here, the uncertainty is greatly reduced in com-

more extensive structure and census inventories and

parison to the point source approximation as the site

have more rigorous loss estimation methodologies

to source can be calculated correctly (see Figure .c).

than does the prototype PAGER system, and thus

Currently, the uncertainty calculations are lim-

they will have precedence over PAGER estimates.

ited to the Boore et al. (+331) relationship and the

PAGER is still in the early stages of development

Joyner-Boore distance measure ; this needs to be ex-

but is progressing towards a fast and accurate sys-

panded to subduction zone rupture geometry uncer-

tem that international and domestic users can rely

tainty as well.

Finally, another element of uncer-

on. The PAGER team is continuously seeking col-

tainty that we need to determine and quantify is that

laboration with other agencies, domestic and world-

of hypocentral location error (latitude, longitude, and

wide, to create a system that will benefit both the

depth), both for the point source approximation and

system users and the populations of earthquake

as it pertains to the relative location of a finite fault

stricken areas.

model. For a regional network with small location
errors, this can be ignored, but for teleseismic source
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Disaster Mitigation in Urban Areas from the Minis-

The same predictive tools developed for estimat-
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ing shaking intensity distribution and loss estima-
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tion based on recorded earthquake parameters can
also be utilized for generating ShakeMaps for earthquake scenarios and computing the potential losses
from these scenarios. Examining the potential impact of selected earthquake scenarios can be fundamental for evaluating and focusing mitigation a well
as for emergency response planning.
The global ShakeMap system will have di#erent
roles for earthquakes that occur within areas of the
world that produce data-constrained shaking maps,
including all of Japan, Taiwan, and those areas of the
U.S. in which regional networks generate ShakeMaps (all of California, for example) than it will for
events worldwide. In the U.S., some of the regions
most at risk have ShakeMap systems that are well
constrained by relatively dense ground motion recordings. Such data-rich maps will take precedence
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